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DOGEBOO is a cryptocurrency built within the 
Binance Smart Chain ecosystem. We choose BSC 
as our Blockchain, because the technology is very 
suitable for the needs of our project, which :

1. Cheap Transaction Cost 
2. Fast Block Times 

About Dogeboo



Our Philosophy DOGECOIN is one of the phenomenal 
cryptocurrencies, even DOGECOIN is a 
cryptocurrency that is included in the list of the top 
10 market caps. That's why we are so amazed and 
hope that by using the DOGECOIN name we can 
follow in DOGECOIN footsteps of success.

BOO is a dog name that is crowned as the cutest 
dog in the world, he died at the age of 12 which 
made many people cry when they heard it. That's 
why we choose the name BOO, because we wanted 
to bring BOO back to life in the blockchain world.

That’s the reason why we choose DOGEBOO as our 
coin name. And our mission is to help the dog 
shelter community around the world by making 
donations. 

#DOGE #BOO #ARMY #DOGEBOO #DOGECOIN



Tokenomics
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Development
10,000,000,000

Marketplace

75,000,000,000

Volunteer
5,000,000,000

Marketing

15,000,000,000

TOTAL SUPPLY 100,000,000,000 DOGEBOO

We will burn 50% Supply in 1 year until  only remains 50% remains! we 
inspired with Boo the cutest dog in the world, he died in 12 years old, so we 

will burn every month until 12 times and reduce our supply, so dogeboo price 
in long term absolutely going to the moon!



1% Deflation Detail

With $DOGEBOO, Each 
transaction (buy/sell or wallet 
transfer) has ONLY 1% tax where: 

1% of every transaction will be 
distributed to all DOGEBOO 
holders in $DOGEBOO 
automatically

#DOGE #BOO #ARMY #DOGEBOO #DOGECOIN



DOGEBOO TRADING BOT

A breakthrough crypto trading 
automation, with money 
management arrangements backed 
up by expert traders. Ready to help 
you to get profit with our DOGEBOO 
trading bot.

OUR FIRST PROJECT



DOGEBOO TRADING BOT

Smart Money Management System
Backed up by professional expert trader with smart automation 
bot who can adjust take position according to your capital.

Auto Withdraw System
Secure any profit gained from your transaction position. And will 
be automatically withdraw directly into your crypto wallet as 
you wish. 

High Security Access
Our trading bot have a high security access with Google 
Authenticator / Two-factor Authentication (2FA) security code. 
Your account only accessible by you without any influence from 
us.

OUR FIRST PROJECT



Dogeboo Journey

ROADMAP

Q4 2021
✨ Dogeboo Smart Contract audit 
✨Marketing viral booster Part 1 (Big Explosion)
✨ Trading bot app Beta launch
✨ Security improvement for all system
✨Whitepaper V2 update

Q1 2022
✨ Giving support for dog shelter community by 
making donations (Charity)
✨ Early year meeting (DOGEBOO To The Moon)
✨Make a  marketing double booster for Dogeboo
Trading Bot app (Now everyone can make profit 
everytime and everywhere).
✨ Update new DOGEBOO Roadmap for Q2 2022 
etc 

Q2 2021
✨Website, Twitter, Telegram Channel and Group, 

Instagram
✨ Airdrop Telegram Bot, Deploy BEP-20 Smart 

Contract
✨ Roadmap, Whitepaper V1, AMA, Airdrop Event

✨ Establish a marketing strategy 

Q3 2021
✨ Crypto Media News Post, Presale, Listing on 

Pancakeswap
✨ Lock Liquidity for 1 year

✨ Listing Coinsniper, Coinmooner and 
Coindiscovery

✨ Preview for Trading bot app
✨ Influencer marketing push 

#DOGE #BOO #ARMY #DOGEBOO #DOGECOIN



THANK YOU

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/dogeboo-bringing-boo-dog-back-043000063.html

Get in touch with us!

Website : www.dogeboo.com
Email : support@dogeboo.com

Telegram Channel : t.me/dogeboochannel
Telegram Group : t.me/dogeboogroup

Twitter : www.twitter.com/dogeboocoin
Instagram : www.instagram.com/dogeboo


